
SYSTEM DESIGN NOTES 
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1. Introduction 
 

This SDN gathers up the top level imaging performance related requirements in a manner similar to the 
Functional and Performance Requirements Document, but with final Conceptual Design values for 
various parameters.  
 
These requirements are at the system level. They may each have implications in optical, mechanical, 
thermal, etc. areas. This SDN serves as a top level reference for other SDN’s. 
 
Conceptually, NEWFIRM is a cryogenic optical system composed of a collimator, cold filters and pupil 
stop, camera, and detector. It is held registered to the sky by means of a guider separate from itself, at 
the telescope focal plane. The foreoptics are the Mayall or Blanco 4-m telescopes at f/8 (nominal) used 
as two mirror systems, i.e. with no additional corrective optics. 
 
The physical size of the instrument, and the decoupling between the guider and detector focal planes, 
both imply careful treatment of flexure in particular to meet imaging performance requirements. 
 
2.    Image Plane Design Requirements 
 
2.1 Image quality at detector. The final imaging performance at the detector shall not degrade the 4m 

telescope delivered image full width at half maximum by more than 10%. 
 
With assumed 0.8 arcsec FWHM seeing and 0.4 arcsec pixel size, added in quadrature, this leaves 0.1 
arcsec for FWHM degradation from all instrumental causes. 
 
2.2 Encircled energy at the detector. The delivered image at the detector shall have 80% of its total 

energy within a 2 x 2 pixel area, across the entire field of view and in any of the J, H, or K bands. This 
includes telescope optics but not effects external to the optical system, such as wind shake. 

 
The instrument tolerance budget for imaging performance must include the effects of geometrical optics 
design, diffraction, optics production tolerance, alignment, flexure, and thermal variations. 
 
2.3 Refocus between the J, H, and K bands is permitted to meet the requirements of 2.1 and 2.2. above. 
 
2.4 Per pixel sampling. The pixel scale shall be 0.40 arcsec per 25 micron pixel, at the detector. 
 
This gives a total sampled field of view of (4096 x 0.40) = 1638 arcseconds, or 27.3 x 27.3 arcminutes. 
The total illuminated field must be slightly larger to allow for dead space between 2K x 2K detector 
mosaic elements. 
 
2.5 Geometric distortion. Distortion across the field of view shall not exceed 2% center-to-corner, with 

1.5% as a goal. 
 
This requirement has been set somewhat arbitrarily after considering what appears to be achievable, and 
how distortion is handled during image processing with other wide field (optical) cameras. 
 
2.6 Pointing flexure. The telescope focal plane, reimaged onto the detector, shall not shift by more than 5 

pixels between any two pointings within the range of 0 to 60 degrees zenith distance. 
 
This impacts internal instrument flexure, and flexure of the instrument relative to the telescope. 
 
2.7 Tracking flexure. The telescope focal plane, reimaged onto the detector, shall not wander by more 

than 0.1 pixel over 15 minutes of continuous tracking, for an initial pointing anywhere within the range 
of 0 to 60 degrees zenith distance. 
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This is a requirement on internal flexure as the instrument is moved slowly through space. 
 
2.8 Defocus flexure. Image defocus due to flexure shall not degrade the image at the detector by more 

than 10% of the initial value of image FWHM during two hours of continuous tracking, anywhere 
within 0 to 60 degrees zenith distance. 

 
This includes both gravitationally and thermally induced motions of the optics. This has implications for 
mechanical flexure and for thermal uniformity and stability. 
 
3.  Spectral coverage and throughput requirements 
 
3.1  Wavelength coverage for science observations shall be 1.0-2.4 microns. Coverage to 0.1 micron 

higher and lower than this range is a goal. 
 
This requirement has implications for detector choice, internal instrument operating temperature and 
background, optics design and coatings, filter design. 
 
3.2 Spectral resolution shall be determined by fixed bandpass filters. Resolution of 5 < λ/Δλ < 75 across 

the field of view shall be possible. 
 
This has implications for the beam angle at the filter, and hence for the filter size given the fixed input 
focal plane size. This also impacts the collimator’s optical and physical length. 
 
3.3 Throughput shall be best effort, with a goal of 30% from photons at the telescope focal plane to 

detected electrons at the detector. 
 
3.4  All transmissive elements shall be broadband antireflection coated for 1.0-2.4 microns, and all 

reflective elements shall similarly have highest reflectivity coatings consistent with other performance 
requirements. 

 
This has implications for optical materials choices and optical design, and for specifications of filter and 
coatings throughputs. It also impacts the trades for detector technology choice. 
 
4.  Pupil plane design requirements 
 
4.1 The optical design shall produce a single fixed cryogenic pupil image at which a cold pupil stop shall 

be located. 
 
4.2 The pupil plane shall be mechanically accessible for introduction of a fixed stop. 
 
4.3 There shall be adequate space near the pupil for insertion of filters in a carrier mechanism. 
 
4.4 Movement of the pupil image with respect to the cold stop during observation, from all causes, shall 

be less than 0.007 times its diameter. 
 
This limits movement of the reimaged pupil relative to the mechanical stop due to internal flexure and due 
to external flexure between the instrument and the telescope. The requirement comes from a “rule of 
thumb” that 1% accuracy in pupil registration relative to the telescope is acceptable. One half of this 
amount (rms) is allocated to instrument alignment uncertainty prior to flexure effects. 
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5.  Stray light control 
 
5.1 Scattered light. The total amount of diffuse scattered light illuminating the detector array in a given 

filter shall be < 10% of the total amount of external (sky) background in the bandpass. 
 
Lower levels of scattered light are a goal. Note it must be unstructured and diffuse. 
 
5.2 Ghost images.  Ghost images produced on the detector by instrument optics shall have a maximum 

surface brightness (brightest pixel) < 10-3 times the maximum surface brightness of the parent 
source. 

 
Lower levels of ghosting are a goal. Note that tilting of the filter element, a common strategy for ghost 
avoidance, is not permitted in NEWFIRM with narrowband filters. It may not be useful for broadband filters 
given the wide field of view. 
 
5.3 Internal background. The noise contribution of any internal thermal background, at the detector, shall 

increase the total noise by no more than 10% above that due to the external background alone in any 
filter. 

 
Since noise adds in quadrature, an equivalent formulation is that internal background flux be < 0.21 times 
the external background in all filters. This has implications for internal dewar temperature and for out-of-
band blocking provided by optical materials and coatings. 
 
6.  Focussing and collimation 
 
6.1 There shall be no provision for active cold internal focusing. 
 
6.2 There shall be no provision for active cold internal collimation. 
 
NEWFIRM must achieve its image quality requirements without real time tweaks of the cryogenic optics. 
Telescope refocus is the only permitted real time adjustment. 
 
6.3 Avoidance of continuously adjustable mechanisms for optics element placement, even those used 

only when the instrument is warm and open, is a goal. 
 
Collimation and focus should be achieved wherever possible by machining precision. Any adjustment 
found to be necessary during integration should be achieved by go/nogo means, such as shims. This 
strongly impacts mechanical design and tolerances for fabrication and assembly. 
 
6.4 Adjustment and evaluation of collimation and imaging performance shall use quantifiable, objective, 

predictable test procedures. 
 
6.5 Observables used in these procedures shall be related to collimation in a nondegenerate way, and 

shall not require unachievable precision in practice. 
 
These requirements impact the test strategy. The “touch of the artiste” approach is not allowed. 
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